Did you miss the first installment of Dr. Foresman's Cancer Education Series?
Below is a link to the PowerPoint! Stay tuned for our next presentation.
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Black Lives Matter II
A Republican Reckoning
By: Gary E. Foresman, MD
The idea of eugenics is based upon the assumption that people/the races are basically unequal.
Democracy is built upon the knowledge, not assumption, that all people are created equal.
Eugenics, or the “science” of ethnic cleansing, got its start in the late 1800s in the United
Kingdom and in the USA. Hitler marveled especially at America’s efforts, we served as the
inspiration for the Holocaust.

America is at it again. Whether you call it eugenics or racism, we are talking state sponsored
hatred of all humanity. Whether you call it alt-right, nationalist, “Christian” conservative, ISIS,
white supremacist, or Republican Party you are talking about the hatred of all humanity
(especially the race or “religion” you support). Hitler promoted organic lifestyle, organic
herbal medicine, was anti-smoking, all things I am completely in line with. But you see, that
eugenics thing is a deal-breaker for me!
Twenty one years of Fox news has turned the Republican Party back 100 years to open war on
humanity, although watching their station is not illegal, it is immoral. State sanctioned
immorality, although unethical, becomes legal and we get the Holocaust. Whether you like tax
cuts for the rich, environmental destruction or good old-fashioned misogyny or whatever you
think is good about the party, the eugenics thing should be a deal breaker for you! We tried
eugenics before Hitler!
The cost to humanity in human lives when Hitler started down this path and people didn’t
believe he was that bad because he was so nice to them, charismatic, had family values:
 Jews: up to 6 million
 Soviet civilians: around 7 million (including 1.3 Soviet Jewish civilians, who are

included in the 6 million figure for Jews)
 Soviet prisoners of war: around 3 million (including about 50,000 Jewish soldiers)
 Non-Jewish Polish civilians: around 1.8 million (including between 50,000 and

100,000 members of the Polish elites)
Serb civilians (on the territory of Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina): 312,000
People with disabilities living in institutions: up to 250,000
Roma (Gypsies): 196,000–220,000
Jehovah's Witnesses: around 1,900
Repeat criminal offenders and so-called asocials: at least 70,000
German political opponents and resistance activists in Axis-occupied territory:
undetermined
 Homosexuals: hundreds, possibly thousands (possibly also counted in part under the
70,000 repeat criminal offenders and so-called asocials noted above)
(Data from the US Holocaust Memorial Museum)







Eugenics, meaning “alt-right”, or whatever terminology of non-truth you use, opposes
democracy and the country you supposedly love! One can no longer sit back and say I am not a
racist and yet support a racist party. Passivity is permission. Love of humanity and country
must overcome tribal attachment to a party that has declared war not just on African
Americans, Native Americans, Mexicans, Muslims, but on the very people who vote for it.
Cancer destroys all it touches, especially the innumerable cells of the body duped into
supporting the growing malignancy.
Please wake up in time, if not for humanity, for yourself.
Gary E Foresman, MD

